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WITHIN
ten10 focuses heavily on remodeling homes 

in the community, which allows people 
to revamp their dwelling place. 
“I thought: I can’t change the world, 
but I can be a different contractor,” said 
Waknine.
Her devotion to completing the job in 
not only a time efficient manner, but 
also a financially conscious one, has 
boosted her rapport in the community 
of being a contractor who handles her 
job with grace. 
“I’m the contractor to be completely 
honest from the beginning, we don’t 
flake, and we have ample crews, we are 
definitely different,” said Waknine. 
NES Property Services provides people 
with an undoubtedly, honest team to 
build and remodel the home of your 
dreams. 

NES PROPERTY SERVICES
26500 Agoura Rd.
Calabasas, CA 91302
Toll Free (877) 907-1441
nespropertyservices.com

Integrity and follow through are 
two ideals many businesses lack 
in, however, there are still people 
who believe these two things are 

in congruence to the longevity and 
success of a business. Natalie Waknine, 
owner of NES Property Services is a 
stellar example of a person who has a 
deep understanding of how invaluable 
being true to each individual client 
really is. 
“We are a company based on 
integrity, full disclosure, and constant 
communication,” said Waknine, “We 
have ongoing relationships with our 
clients.”

Waknine prides herself on keeping 
all lines of communication open 
with each client she takes on and 
accredits that to much of her success 
in both the construction and real 
estate business. Since she deals with 
remodeling people’s homes to be what 
they envision, she makes it a point to 
prioritize their happiness and also 
ensures that they trust her to fulfill the 
job seamlessly. 
She discovered her love for remodeling 
while she began work with her brother, 
who was a contractor. Although she 
attended college at CSUN and earned 
a degree in psychology, she decided to 

pursue the field of remodels and real 
estate independently since it infallibly 
suited her, and making homes beautiful 
was her true passion. Throughout her 
journey, she also uncovered a love for 
preparing homes to sell, which she 
offers through her company today.
While building her company, Waknine 
made it her primary goal to hold a 
reputation of being available to her 
clients whenever need be, in addition 
to being a company that valued the 
client’s time first and foremost, which 
do not always go hand in hand in the 
world of remodeling, or preparing 
a home to be shown. Waknine also 

“I thought: I can’t 
change the world, but 
I can be a different 
contractor.”
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